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About This Game

The Rabbit and The Owl is a cooperative puzzle-platformer where you (or you and a friend) journey through a fractured yet
beautiful and hand-painted negative space landscape. The titular characters are confined to the realms of light and dark and are

only able to progress through constant cooperation. Each puzzle requires you to explore and understand how you can best
manipulate the environment and utilize the characters' special abilities to reach their respective goals.

The game is set in the ancient world of Yril, a once vibrant land now a faded shell of its former self. At an uncertain point in
time, two kindred spirits have manifested themselves as the Rabbit and the Owl. You will guide them through tranquil forests,

harsh deserts, crumbling cities, and more while seeing echoes of the past toward a fateful encounter in the depths of Mount
Rulnar.

Key Features

Rich puzzles:
The game naturally introduces and teaches puzzle-solving concepts as you progress. Each puzzle may draw on concepts
learned before but always has a specific light bulb moment that is unique only to that level. Variety is the spice of life!

Low mechanical skill ceiling:
Mechanical execution of moving the characters, activating switches, using special abilities, etc. is designed to be less
demanding for players who may not be the best at platformers or games in general. The puzzles are mostly solved
through careful analysis of what to do -- the difficulty of actually completing them is kept to a minimum.
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Atmospheric, cohesive aesthetics:
Unique, painterly artwork for every level and a soothing, original soundtrack to complement the game and the story.

Co-op:
Play solo by swapping between control of the Rabbit and the Owl, or play with a friend by plugging in a controller or
two (currently only shared screen and officially tested for Xbox 360/One controllers). There is an unofficial workaround
for playing online co-op, but your mileage may vary. Read more about it here.

Interpretive story:
Piece together the mythology of the world and Yril's past to discover why the Rabbit and the Owl are here now.
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Who needs Undertale when you have lizard fetish?. Arcade owner here. Running on GTX1080. I got a bit motion sick. Felt like
the frame rates are low. It does seem to pause for fraction of a second sometimes too. Has potential but these issues need to be
addressed.
On the upside though... when looking around it seems the issues from previous comments have been fixed with the updates.. I
honestly bought this game for the achievement letters

It was worth it. Quite simply if you love Pang then your going to love this game. Similar to the Bug Butcher but with a nice retro
twist on the levels from some old school games like Tetris, pac man and adventure island. Very addictive and with a survival
mode thrown in there is always something to come back to once you have finished the campaign. A nice set of achievements in
there too.. Disclaimer: This is the second "visual novel" I have ever played, the other being on my phone, so keep in mind if this
is a genre you enjoy I don't have extensive experience with it and as such am not sure what is typical of the genre.

Onward!

First, I feel I must say that for it to be considered a "game" there must be some element of decisionmaking involved. There are
two or three decisions in this short game, and again, I'm uncertain if that's typical, but I rather felt as though I was clicking to
read a...well, a novel, a short story, rather than having any real power of choice in the game. That, I feel, is where it is lacking,
and for that reason, I cannot recommend this game.

As something to lazily click through and read, sure. It looks nice enough, and it's clear the developers put in some effort, even
with their translation to English(which was appreciated - could understand their intent at all times).

I feel the need to reiterate, because I am so very unfamiliar with this genre, that maybe this is what the game is supposed to be
like. If that's the case, then I'm sure it's great, and I am wrong for not recommending it. I just can't understand calling it a game
with such minimal interaction.

Thanks for reading.. TL;DR: This game is empty and virtually broken in its current state. Disappointing.

"Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me."

I want to preface this by saying that I really want to like this game; a WWII game with the gameplay of the older CODs and the
rules of CS:GO sounds great! However, in its current state I honestly can't recommend it to anyone else. I was honestly surprised
that the developers had not abandoned the game after having a playerbase in the single digits for an entire year, and was once
again hyping myself up for the full release. Big mistake.

I'm not sure how, but Bulkhead failed to completely resolve any of the issues that everyone had complained about at the
beginning of early access. Within a day of launch, the arcade game modes were completely removed due to the servers failing.
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Even now, the only community hosted servers reside in the UK with 150ish ping. Even the FaceIt servers are barely functioning;
just before writing this review I was kicked out twice after unacceptable map loading times and the match was cancelled.

The only currently playable mode, the competitive 5v5 wartide, just isn't fun. The FaceIt pick\/ban system is interesting, but so
far the only map that's been picked is Coastal. I don't know if the developers intend to improve this in the future, but the
weapon\/store selection is pitiful. The only grenades available are a frag and a smoke, and you're stuck with the same pistol for
the entire game. In terms of primaries, choices are limited to 5 or 6 weapons consisting of SMGs, an automatic rifle or two, and
a scoped bolt action. Economy management is extremely restricted compare to Counter-Strike, as you're going to be able to
purchase any primary and nades after two or three rounds, win or lose. Not to mention, right now the playing field is extremely
uneven, as you'll find yourself against people that have played the game since early access, who are far more experienced in
every field of the game.

I would write more of my thoughts, but that's literally it. The only other playable mode is 1v1s, but I haven't bothered to play it
after experiencing wartide. There's nothing else to do in the game. No legitimate community servers, no casual game modes, no
nothing. Performance issues are also prevalent as loading\/launching times are extremely long and the game crashes often.

I'll update this review if anything is improved, but the game is just pathetic right now, honestly. Many of us have given the
developers two fair chances and they've somehow squandered both of them. Maybe I'm not being fair, and you may consider
trying it out for yourself, but these are just my thoughts.. Katie is a narrative based game created by Lonely Frontier Studio
centered around the eponymous \u2018Katie\u2019, a resident of a tiny secluded town gated off from the rest of the world.
It\u2019s a \u2018walking simulator\u2019 in the most positive use of the term, using the interactive medium to really drive home
the personal feeling that the game has.

The gameplay consists of talking to Katie and the other residents to learn more about their stories and the nature of the town itself.
While many other games in the genre \u2013 Everybody\u2019s Gone to the Rapture comes to mind \u2013 have you piece
together a mystery by investigating inanimate objects, Katie focuses on face-to-face interaction. This, alongside the nature of the
game\u2019s subject matter, gives it a very intimate feeling.

Katie has it\u2019s issues, too. My first thoughts were that the walking felt a bit too \u2018floaty\u2019, and it\u2019s a little
unpolished (There were a few times where I would accidentally talk to someone through a wall, or even through another person). I
didn\u2019t experience any major issues though, and I can forgive a lack of polish for a game made by a single person.

What it lacks, Katie makes up for in narrative and aesthetic. From the first conversation I was interested in learning Katie\u2019s
story, and despite the lo-fi art style, it\u2019s able to create some beautiful scenery. I think it\u2019s worth picking up for any fan
of the genre, and I\u2019m looking forward to Lonely Frontier\u2018s next project.

Full review: https:\/\/indierave.wordpress.com\/2018\/05\/11\/review-katie-a-friendship-built-on-loss\/
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its very nice add on id have say so my self
:). A word of warning: I think the devs have pretty much disappeared several months back, so treat this game as frozen in its
final state.

They weren't kidding about the number of unique spells and the variety of classes & races available, and the game definitely has
replayability thanks to the random generation of floors, and the different traits available on each level up. The RNG may be a
bit too skewed against the player, especially in terms of rune drops, but personally I find it on par with BoI:R. Apart from the usual
dungeon crawling, the tricky side challenges test your proficiency in using specific spells or fighting specific enemies.

Admittedly the joy of discovery wanes once you earn all of the spells and encounter all of the enemies, but I reckon it'll be quite a
long while before you reach that point. And a UX design gripe: there's no "quick restart" option like in many other rogue-
likes\/rogue-lites, so you have to navigate from the starting menu again to select the same options as for the previous run if you
want to.

Still, I think it's worth getting this interesting time-killer, especially now that it's on sale. If you don't mind the once-in-a-while crash..
Like the game, this is really a waste of money. Doesn't offer you anything. SFV, sadly, is nothing but a DLC Microtransaction
machine and that is all. Sad seeing the great series die.... The idea of having different endings sounds interesting, but when there
isn't enough game play to justify them it's really boring to play. There's no replay value into it. I do not recommend.. Liked the game
but if you are in for the steam achievements they were there but never worked I received none despite actually accomplishing many.
Game is fun, got stuck a few times by not doing things in just the right order but that makes it interesting and not too easy.. I post
this after only a few hours in the game so keep that in mind. There is nothing wrong with the content in this game. The levels are
huge sweeping playgrounds with tons to do. Some of the puzzles are a little humdrum, the majority of the platforming and
objectives you have to go for are challanging and creative.

Sadly, the controls in this game need lots of polish. I frequently found myself glitching into the world geography and the controls
are rather rigid, especially when considering the momentum and fluidity the game seems to want you to achieve.

Lots of what i have played so far has stayed fun after you get used to the controls, but there are some puzzles i found i had to
abandon for the sake of my own sanity because of the shoddy tools the game provides, so buy with caution.

Patch 5:
Still making refinements to the game! PS4 controller support is next on the radar.

General. Demo now available!:
Hello everyone,

For those of you who have wishlisted The Rabbit and The Owl and didn't know we had a demo on our website (I admit it's not
obvious), the demo is now available on Steam for your convenience! The "Download Demo" button should be on the right-hand
side of the Store page. Any progress you make will carry over to the full game should you decide to purchase the full game.

If there are any issues, please send an email to contact@formalsheep.com or post a new thread on the game's discussion forums
on Steam. Thanks!

- Gary
. Patch 4 and Future Features:
Hey everyone,

It's been a little over a month since The Rabbit and The Owl was released! To celebrate, we will be having a week-long sale for 
20% off starting at 10 am PST from September 10 to September 17. As a reminder, there is a demo of the game on Steam in
case you'd like to try it out first (on the store page on the right-hand side). And of course, as always, thank you to everyone who
has already supported the game thus far :)

I also wanted to let you all know a few features on our radar that we are working to add to the game:
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Several bonus levels that have been cut from the original game will be re-introduced as free content. They will be
unlocked once you complete the base game campaign.

PS4 controller support.

An official guide with a hint/spoiler system to be posted on the game's community hub guides section.

Localization to other languages, starting with traditional and simplified Chinese.

Finally, here are the notes on a small patch!

General. Patch 3 (August 23, 2018):
Hey everyone,

Here are a few more adjustments to the game. Nothing too drastic!

General. Online Co-op... Kind Of!:
Hey everyone,

It has come to my attention that there is an unofficial workaround to playing online co-op with friends. It is not anything
implemented natively, but basically you can use an application called Parsec.

Essentially, it lets one person host the game locally and share their screen with other players online. Their input devices are
seamlessly integrated into the host's computer so you can play the game as if you were connected to the host's computer directly.
There's very little latency as long as everyone's Internet is good.

I was able to test this successfully with both the 1 controller + 1 keyboard setup and the 2 controller setup for co-op.

I've seen this application being used for games like Enter the Gungeon and Sausage Sports Club -- games that do not inherently
have online co-op but use this as a workaround. I just caution that I do not officially support it and give no guarantees that it'll
work well for you.

Anyways, just thought you all should know that this is a possible option!

Link to the Parsec website.[www.parsecgaming.com]

- Gary
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